Reluctant Surrender (Trust In Me Book 2)

First off, Id say, with real love there is no
happily ever after. There are going to be
fights and struggles, triumphs and
accolades. A real man knows this. He also
knows that its not about what he gets from
his woman. Its about what he gives her. His
loyalty and protection so she can trust him
to see the real her without judgment.
---Ethan White, to his girl Colin Hes a
prominent Dom used to getting what he
wants. Shes publicly guarded and tightly
wound. Hes fascinated by her and
somewhat curious. Shes intrigued by him,
but very cautious. Especially when he tells
her her something she didnt know about
herself. Your attraction or erotic button is
only pressed when youre in the presence of
a stronger-willed person than you. It
couldnt be true. But it was When an
opportunity arises, renowned Dom, Ethan
White, seizes the excuse and offers
straitlaced Colin Reneaux an escape from
her conventional life. Reluctant at first, she
eventually agrees to his kink inspired deal.
An enlightening sexual exchange that
entails BDSM tapas, promising small bites
of various erotic D/s scenarios be played
out. Where he is her captor, boss,
interrogator, professor and Master. Each
eye-opening and sex-fueled scene leaves
her more breathless than the last. I imagine
a real woman holds nothing back.
Nothing? She shook her head. Fear is the
prison of the heart. Ethans surprised to
find himself challenged by her strength. He
quickly connects with her inner
submissive, which draws them deeper into
the D/s dynamic. Soon she becomes the
woman he swore hed never need and he
becomes the Master she craves. Together
they find the perfect balanceUntil someone
from Ethans past, bent on revenge, returns
and hes left with no choice. He must break
Colins heart to free her from the vengeance
that threatens her dream. Fortunately for
him, she has other ideas. Like who should
wear their heart on their sleeve and who
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should ultimately surrender. It certainly
wouldnt be her, because she already had
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